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Trudeau Truths, Singh Songs, Bernier Bombs,
May Madness, and Scheer Chaos
Ah yes. You may be wondering, “what is the context of this picture?” Well, I’m going to tell you. The context is [RE-DACTED].

Joanna Melnyk
Editor-in-Chief i79-2To
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**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

Dear Libtard-in-Chief,

If universal Toike coverage works, then why does nobody read them, huh? Why am I paying for your failing newspaper?

Die, You Cuck MCGA

Dear Listener,

If you or a loved one has been diagnosed with Mesothelioma you may be entitled to financial compensation. Mesothelioma is a rare cancer linked to asbestos exposure. Exposure to asbestos in the Navy, shipyards, mills, heating, construction or the automotive industries may put you at risk. Please don’t wait, call 1-800-99 LAW USA today for a free legal consultation and financial information packet. Mesothelioma patients call now! 1-800-99 LAW USA.

If you know someone with this disease, order this free mesobook to get practical answers about treatment options, support, legal options and more.

100 Questions & Answers About Mesothelioma is devoted to providing treatment information for those diagnosed with this disease. This book offers help - whether you're a newly diagnosed mesothelioma patient, a survivor, a friend or a relative. It is written from a medical perspective and gives you authoritative, practical answers to your questions about treatment options, post-treatment quality of life, sources of support, legal options and much more.

Get your free, no obligation, copy of this book by filling out the contact form to the right or call us at 800.300.1893 and the meso book will be rushed to you.
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**COLOPHON**

Every election season, the pundits and analysts of *The Toike Oike* apply machine learning, data science, and advanced methods in statistical buzzwordia to predict the outcome of the race for Parliament Hill. Using only the most rigorous addition and subtraction known to the social sciences, their mathematical models are capable of predicting the results with a p-value less than 1. On the night of the election itself, the staff of the Toike will baffle incoherently about politics until they are satisfied that readers are sufficiently outraged, whereupon their nonsensical drivel will be recorded for publication to sustain the outrage until the next election. This publication is *The Toike Oike*.

**WHAT HOP?**

The Toike Oike is a formal and organized choice by vote of a person for a political office or other position.

**DISCLAIMER**

The gubernatorial opinions expressed in this newspaper reflect those of the Engineering Society and the University of Toronto. In fact, they even reflect the opinions of the writers. NOT! If you happen to find any of the material within these pages offensive, do not sue us, as we have just booked ourselves a trip to somewhere cooler than Toronto, and seriously cannot afford a lawyer; also we’ll be too busy having a hoot and a half on our vacation. Peace out homies.

---

**WRITE-ATORIAL**

Matt: Graeme Edwards’ plan for the Canadian economy is fiscally irresponsible. The idea that we should pave the greenbelt for a nationwide tailgate is unreasonable and environmentally foolish.

The candidate has shown a complete lack of understanding of our most glorious capitalist society. I think he’s a socialist, and he wants our country to fail. This Bolshevik, Commie, Lenin-lover wants to take away our coal and our corn subsidies — how will we subsidise our corn? What will the listless, maggot-infested working class children shovel into furnaces to power our bootstrap factories?

If I’m elected, I promise to reduce minimum wage to $5 cents an hour, eliminate healthcare altogether, and build roads. No longer shall our bootstrap factories? children shovel into furnaces to power our bootstrap factories?
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If you or a loved one has been diagnosed with Mesothelioma you may be entitled to financial compensation. Mesothelioma is a rare cancer linked to asbestos exposure. Exposure to asbestos in the Navy, shipyards, mills, heating, construction or the automotive industries may put you at risk. Please don’t wait, call 1-800-99 LAW USA today for a free legal consultation and financial information packet. Mesothelioma patients call now! 1-800-99 LAW USA.

If you know someone with this disease, order this free mesobook to get practical answers about treatment options, support, legal options and more.

100 Questions & Answers About Mesothelioma is devoted to providing treatment information for those diagnosed with this disease. This book offers help - whether you're a newly diagnosed mesothelioma patient, a survivor, a friend or a relative. It is written from a medical perspective and gives you authoritative, practical answers to your questions about treatment options, post-treatment quality of life, sources of support, legal options and much more.
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**RECENT POLL FINDS AI CANDIDATE MILES AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION**

Jusdyn Truedo  
Toike Ml Major

A poll held earlier this month has found that the candidate of the new-  
y founded AI Party (AIP), Alexa  
Bezos, is on track to win the Ca-  
adian federal election, with support-  
ers citing her intelligence, progres-  
sive thinking, and extort as the  
reasons for her success.

Lyle Andrews, 20 — a student at  
the University of Toronto — said after a  
recent rally, “it’s simple, really. Al-  
exa can pass the Turing Test, while  
Andrew Scheer cannot. It’s nice to  
finally see a politician who actually  
acts like a human being.”

The success of Alexa and the AIP  
has been so great, the Green Party  
has decided to officially withdraw  
from the electoral race. When asked  
about the decision, Elizabeth May  
replied, “Alexa ran the numbers  
and demonstrated that global warm-  
ing is actually going to kill us if  
we don’t do anything about it. The  
public believes Alexa more than  
they will ever believe me, so I see  
no reason to continue campaigning.

She has the public’s trust partly due  
to her being a machine and not a hu-  
man, and partly due to her advanced  
etortion techniques. At least this  
gives me more time to protest pipe-  
lines and get arrested.” May de-  
clined to elaborate when questioned  
further.

Alexa and the AIP is the result of a  
partnership between the three tech  
giants: Facebook, Google, and Am-  
azon. Spokespeople from each com-  
pany state that they are not surprised  
by Alexa’s success. A representative  
from Facebook said, “The AI Party  
has a lot of money, so we can just  
buy all the ad time so other parties  
can’t advertise. We also fixed many  
mistakes from our last AI, Zucker-  
bot, and got some helpful advice on  
how to win elections from our friends  
at Cambridge Analytica.”

When asked about the “extortion  
techniques” mentioned previously  
by May, a spokesperson from  
Google quickly commented, “We  
don’t use any extortion whatsoever.

We just remind people after each  
rally that they agreed to the terms  
and conditions of using Facebook,  
Google, and Amazon products.  

The Amazon representative added,  
“Just wanted to stress that it’s also  
not blackmail. It is perfectly okay  
to not vote for Alexa, but keep in  
mind that one of the AI party’s key  
policies is to prevent the accidental  
leakage of user data, and that by  
not voting for her, it is possible that  
some of your data may be leaked.”  
After hearing the various argu-  
ments, some more convincing than  
others, it is clear why Alexa is on  
track to become the next Prime  
Minister of Canada.

**CONSERVATIVES TO RUN ANOTHER  
UNMEMORABLE WHITE GUY**

John Doe  
Toike Writer

As the federal election draws  
near, The Toike Oike has recently  
learned of the Conservative  
Party of Canada’s intention to  
run another bland-ass candidate  
for Prime Minister. This is very  
much “business as usual” for the  
Tories, as they have historically  
shied away from interesting  
candidates. The last Conserva-  
tive candidate to captivate Ca-  
nadians was the beautiful beef-  
cake “Big” John Diefenbaker.

Anthony Shears, a U of Sask grad  
from rural Ontario or some-  
thing, was elected by Tory party  
members over the favourite,  
spicy Québécois Maxime Ber-  
nier, in a shock win, maybe, I  
don’t know, it was 2017, you  
can’t expect me to remember  
that. Anyway, Max is way hotter,  
plus he’s a right-wing populist  
which is totally in right now, so  
can’t help but feel like the Tories  
chose wrong.

Standing between 1.5 and 2.1  
metres tall and weighing a num-  
ber of kilograms, Scheer is far  
from a departure from past Tory  
candidates, being both boring  
and unmemorable. Friends de-  
scribe him as “unforgettable.”  
Standing between 1.5 and 2.1  
metres tall and weighing a num- 
ber of kilograms, Scheer is far  
from a departure from past Tory  
candidates, being both boring  
and unmemorable. Friends de-  
scribe him as “unforgettable.”

“He’s the one with the face,  
right? And I think he might have  
hair?” responded National Post  
political analyst Conroy Grey  
when asked about his opinions  
on Antony Schneur’s voting re-  
cord. “Anyway, after having  
reviewed his record, I must say  
he is positively blab. He has my  
vote.”

Andre Shore is expected to be in-  
troduced to the Canadian public  
after his victory in the October  
 federal election over Justin ‘Big  
Sexy’ Trudeau.

HELP ME CONTACT MY  
FATHER, DEPUTY MAYOR  
DENZIL MINNAN-WONG

Matthew Gene  
Toike Senior Staff Writer

Hello, dear reader, it’s me, Senior  
Staff Writer Matthew Gene!  

I’d like to ask for your help in  
reaching my biological father, To-  
ronto Deputy Mayor Denzil Min-  
nan-Wong.

I’m not looking to get in contact  
for any malicious reasons or any-  
thing, I just want to meet the guy.  
Maybe he can teach me to ride a  
bike or shave.

Anyway, dad, if you want to get in  
touch with me, please reach out to  
The Toike.

Above: Matthew (left) and father, Deputy Mayor Denzil Minnan-  
Wong (right). Digital manipulation used for photo as Minnan-  
Wong was not a part of Matthew’s childhood and therefore no  
pictures together are available.

---

Reading: ‘Real’ people are just as valid for political portrayals as ‘AI’ people

By Matthew Gene

An article in the University of Toronto newspaper today discussed the use of AI in politics, with the headline: “AI candidates on the rise.”

The article reported that a few major tech companies have started training AI to run for political office. It quoted a spokesperson from Google as saying, “We believe that AI can bring a fresh perspective to the political landscape.”

However, the article also highlighted concerns about the use of AI in politics. A political analyst from the University of Toronto said, “We need to be cautious about how we use AI in politics. It’s not just about having a robot that can speak and vote. We need to consider the ethical implications of using AI in this way.”

The article ended with a call for more research into the potential risks and benefits of AI in politics. It quoted a professor from the University of Toronto as saying, “We need to understand the potential impact of AI on politics before we can truly trust it to make decisions for us.”
**SCHÉER MAKES ‘IT’ MOVIE SERIES REBRANDING PART OF PLATFORM**

**Petermans Bridge**

Toke River Crossing

Following the release of the long-awaited Dion Report on the SNC-Lavalin affair, opponents of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau are calling for a motion of no confidence to remove him from 24 Sussex Drive.

The report accuses Trudeau of unethically influencing the upcoming federal election in Quebec. However, the Prime Minister maintains that he has only acted to maintain employment numbers in the province by favouring the engineering multinational with government contracts and lenient prosecutorial terms.

"I think I've made a lot of sacrifices," the embattled politician has complained. Trudeau in response, "I've created thousands and thousands of jobs, tens of thousands of jobs, built great roads and bridges."

Accordingly, the embattled politician is pushing back against calls in the House for his removal. In what is seemingly an effort to deflect scrutiny, Trudeau has highlighted similar allegations brought against the federal Conservatives, accusing them of offering SNC Lavalin immunity if they were to form government come October 21.

"There is no basis whatsoever for a motion of no confidence. None," stated Trudeau. "There was no collusion. There was no obstruction. There was no crime. The crime was by the Conservatives. The crime was by the Conservatives. There is no legal basis for dissolution of government. It's a bunch of bull. Everybody knows it, including the Conservatives."

When asked for comment on the expulsion of former Attorney-General Jody Wilson-Raybould from Liberal caucus, and her subsequent decision to run as an independent for her riding of Granville, British Columbubia, Trudeau had this to say:

"She's a disaster. She's a disaster. She's a disaster. She's a disaster. I mean, just think of the corruption and the scandal... We don't want to get through it. Granville wants to see winning. We want to see win, win, win – constant winning. And you'll say – if I'm re-elected... 'Please, Prime Minister, we're winning too much. We can't stand it anymore. Can't we have a loss? And I'll say no, we're going to keep winning, winning, winning... because we're going to make Canada great again. And you'll say, 'Okay, Prime Minister. Okay."

Strict legalities aside, critics of the Prime Minister have described him as unfit for office based on character alone, most often highlighting his rhetoric. Just last month, a string of seven indiscriminate mass huggings – out of 137 this past year alone – were perpetrated by polite, well-adjusted youths. Sociologists attribute this phenomenon to having been inspired by Trudeau's inflammatory message of love, acceptance, and optimism.

"NO COLLUSION, NO OBSTRUCTION,” SAYS TRUDEAU ON SNC-LAVALIN

**Norm & Gord**

**DISCUSS THE FEDERAL ELECTION**

This month’s column features a titillating discussion between brothers Norman and Gordon McLuhan from Moose Jaw.

**Norm:** Hi, I’m Norman McLuhan, and this is my brother, Gord -

**Gord:** Hey there.

**Norm:** - and today we’re gonna discuss, uh, the federal election.

**Gord:** Why?

**Norm:** Because we get paid $200k a year in taxpayer money to do so.

**Gord:** Oh yeah.

**Norm:** So the federal election is this October.

**Gord:** I love October. The leaves change colour and the Don Valley takes on a magical quality.

**Norm:** Oh God.

**Gord:** What?

**Norm:** I didn’t know you were such a romantic there, Gord.

**Gord:** Oh yeah. I watch all the Hallmark Christmas movies about falling in love in small American towns.

**Norm:** Oh Gord.

**Gord:** Yeah, I waltz with my broom in the kitchen of the place I’m renting while we do this show.

**Norm:** Gord, are you ok?

**Gord:** I’m just so alone, Norm.

**Norm:** Have you tried getting a puppy?

**Gord:** I’ve got seven.

**Norm:** Geez, bad. That’s a lot. You must have your hands full.

**Gord:** Oh yeah, no, for sure, they can be, but then I just let them off their leash and it’s all good.

**Norm:** At home?

**Gord:** No, ya hoser, in the place I’m renting here. Wouldn’t want to ruin my house back home, eh?

**Norm:** You’re just renting the place, ya hosehead!

**Gord:** Exactly!

**Norm:** This has been Norm and Gord McLuhan -

**Gord:** I’m so alone.

**Norm:** - discussing the federal election.

**Steve Nickelsmart**

Toke Scheer Campaign Correspondent

**YOUNGSTOWN, ALBERTA –** Early this month, Andrew Scheer continued his push to solidify support in the Western province by speaking to residents of the rural communities of South-Eastern Alberta, including Youngstown, Cereal, Spondin, Big Stone and others. Despite the fact that all of these rural communities will almost certainly vote in favour of Scheer’s Conservatives in October’s Federal Election, the CPC Leader was eager to let them know how much he values their support and opinions.

Despite only needing to comment on the traditional Conservative talking points (such as reducing taxes and increasing jobs in the oil industry) that have served right-leaning candidates so well over the years in rural Alberta, Scheer couldn’t resist deviating from his party’s standard list of policy points. Sensing that his crowd was populated by a surprising number of opinionated cinephiles, Scheer’s remarks turned to the wildly popular horror film “It Chapter Two”.

“Have you guys seen the second ‘It’ movie yet,” Scheer asked his crowd in an apparent attempt to appeal to the wider audience. “The wife and I finally got around to seeing it and I have to say I quite enjoyed it. If I had one complaint, it would be that the film shows really be called ‘He’ or ‘Him’, not ‘It’. I mean, Pennywise may be a shapeshifting clown demon from space that takes on the form of our worst fears regardless of this film’s gender and whose true form is a giant half-spider-half-clown with no apparent genitalia of any kind, but he is definitely a man. Am I right?”

Scheer’s initial comments were met with somewhat indifferent cheers by the conservative crowd. However, the comments have since sparked controversy among more liberal Canadian voters, especially among LGBTQ activists. “Mr. Scheer’s comments show his utter contempt for everyone who doesn’t conform to his homophobe and transphobic world view,” said LGBTQ rights activist Lou Rowl. “It’s clear that this man is not fit to serve as Prime Minister of our country.”

While many are concerned about the transphobic nature of the comments made by the PM hopeful, some activists just aren’t satisfied with keeping the horror movie franchise’s name the same and would like to see a change. “I think it’s just, like, so awful that we’re calling this person It,” said Stanley J. Walker from Vancouver, British Columbia. “That’s why I haven’t seen the movie. Because they treat the clown as less than human. It’s disgusting! If Pennywise identifies as non-binary, they should be saying ‘they’, NOT ‘it’.”

Stephen King declined The Toke’s multiple requests for comment regarding the controversy surrounding characters he created. At time of writing, it is unclear how these comments will impact the upcoming election.

**Claude et Jean-Luc**

**DISCUSS QUEBEC SEPARATISM**

Back by popular demand, this column features the somewhat heated discussion between half-brothers Claude and Jean-Luc Cournoyer.

**Claude:** Allo et bienvenue, mes amis. I am called Claude.

**Jean-Luc:** - and I am Jean-Luc.

**Claude:** Today we are going to discuss Quebec Separatism.

**Jean-Luc:** Onhonhon (baguette), très intéressant.

**Claude:** Oui oui mon demi-frère. There are many Separatists in Quebec even aujourd’hui.

**Jean-Luc:** Oh mon Dieu, really? Why are there so many Star Wars villains en Quebec?

**Claude:** Huh? Why do you say such things, Jean-Luc?

**Jean-Luc:** The Separatists. They are the méchants in the Star Wars prequels, mais non?

**Claude:** Oh, I think yes, they were.

**Jean-Luc:** You know, I think the prequels are better than the originaux.

**Claude:** Really, what would make you say this?

**Jean-Luc:** There are more femmes in the prequels. And you know I am all about chasing the ladies.

**Claude:** Oh, yes, but you forget, the original ones have the Princess.

**Jean-Luc:** Mais oui, la belle princesse. I almost forgot.

**Claude:** Oh, Jean-Luc, mon demi-frère, how could you forget such a beautiful lady?

**Jean-Luc:** I do not know, Claude. Why do you always talk of how we are only half-brothers?

**Claude:** Oh mon Dieu, désolé mon frère.

**Jean-Luc:** Merci, Claude.

**Claude:** This has been Claude et Jean-Luc –

**Jean-Luc:** – au revoir –

**Claude:** – discussing Quebec Separatism.
NEW REPORT BY WEC SUGGESTS DOTHRAKI INTERFERENCE IN ELECTION

Bran ‘The Broken Sentences’ Stark
Toike Westerosi Politics Expert

Editor’s Note: As this article discusses or who she sits the Iron Throne at the end of Game of Thrones, we at the Toike Oike feel it is necessary that we issue a Spoiler Alert. If you have not seen the end of Game of Thrones and don’t wish to have it spoiled, WHAT THE HELL HAVE YOU BEEN DOING??!

...past, I’ll be honest with you. The Toike’s official position is that we watched Game of Thrones because we’re cool. But I got so mad in the first few episodes of Season 8, I didn’t watch past Episode 3, and I couldn’t really see anything in that one. So, I don’t know if this article really has any spoilers or if the author just made everything up. You could try Googling it after you read it if you’re curious.

KING’S LANDING, WESTEROS – In the most anticipat-ed election in Westeros since Aegon Targaryen, the First of His Name, first flew the Black Dread across the Narrow Sea and conquered our lands, the decade-long ‘Game of Thrones’ has finally concluded, resulting in Daenerys Targaryen, better known as Jon Snow.

However, a new report released by the Westerosi Elections Commission (WEC) has found evidence that the Dothraki may have meddled in the election. According to the report, thousands of Dothraki crossed the Narrow Sea and soon began threatening Westerosi citizens, apparently in an attempt to get them to vote for the newly elected Queen.

Representatives of Queen Daenerys issued a public statement denouncing the new report. “Her Grace vehemently denies all claims made by this report. It is simply a politically motivated attempt to slander our Supreme Leader...I mean benevolent Queen that has been paid for by Lannister Loyalists bitter by the results of the election.”

Queen Daenerys refused our request for comment regarding the hundreds of Lannister soldiers slaughtered and burned on the Rose Road, though a spokesperson stated that Daenerys had nothing to do with the tragedy but that she did offer her thoughts and prayers to those soldiers’ families. It should be noted that Queen Daenerys is the only person in the world in possession of a dragon.

Mother of Dragons winning the Iron Throne over upstart Northerner and nephew-boyfriend Aegon Targaryen, better known as Jon Snow.

HE WHO PASSED THE JUDGEMENT, SWINGS THE SWORD

Shawn Bean
Official Toike Executioner

The cold bite in the air cannot be ignored. The faithful banner men of the Parliamentary Ethics Committee are gathered in a circle around a dark wooden plinth, their solemn mood contrasted starkly by the tempestuous whipping of their coats about their shins. Their leader, Mario Dion stands at the head of this party, his eyes fixed at the two guards flanking the hand-some figure between them.

Mr. Dion takes a deep breath. This was the one part of his job he did not enjoy – and he was not supposed to. This was his sacred duty, his duty to his sovereign, to his land. He was there to dispense the justice of the Old Kings and the First Men to those politicians who deserted their post on the Wall (of Ethics). His hand gripped the sheath at his side harder.

The Prime Minister faces Mr. Dion head on, his not-so-mat- ted, but actually nicely-styled hair swept back to reveal his boyish looks.

“I am not going to apologise for my actions. I was trying to protect the jobs of many Canadi-

“Were you supposed to protect the people from the corpora-

“You know the penalty for vio-

The guards roughly push the Prime Minister’s head onto the plinth, as Mr. Dion reaches into his sheath and pulls out... a pen.

After being systematically booed by The Toike’s reporters for not going through with the re-enactment, an abashed Mr. Dion responded by saying that it was a “Funny play on words, you know, the pen is mightier than the sword?”, and that actually beheading a sitting Prime Minister was “undoubtedly and unquestionably unethical.” Oh shut it, nerd.

As the short Summer ends, and the winds of winter claim their first victim, The Toike begins its watch on the 2019 Canadian Elections. The outcome of these elections will decide the fate of these 10 Kingdoms provinces for the winters to come, and ra-

And so, as voting and campaign-

Now that we issue a Spoiler Alert. Toike Westerosi Politics Expert wishes to have it spoiled, WHAT THE HELL HAVE YOU BEEN DOING??!

TOIKE TAKE Toronto’s Worst

P. Ennis
Toike Torontoonian

This column features the 3 worst people, places or things (nouns, for those of you who failed grade 4) in Toronto this month, personal bias definite-ly included.

1. TIFF
Yaah yeah, celebrities are in town.Adam Sandler, Jennifer Lopez, The Weeknd and many more have all been walking the red carpet. But while everyone is focused on who came to TIFF, what about who didn’t come? That’s right, not a single original cast member from the 1985 film The Goonies was in attendance. What a disgrace.

2. The St. George cross-walk in front of the Bahen Centre
Have you crossed the street here lately? No. You haven’t. Because if you tried, you’d still be waiting. I say we all storm Michael Stickachi’s office and demand he tell us why he ad-mitted 500000 fucking frosh this year. Does anyone actually know where his office is? No? Okay let’s just cross 5 meters up the street like normal peo-

1. Chick-fil-A
You knew this one was coming. In the most controver-sial move since Mayor John Tory called Brampton “Not totally a sh*t-hole”, Toronto has allowed Chick-fil-A to open their first location in Canada on Yonge Street just south of Bloor. While this is not a great look for the city and its strides towards inclusiveness and ac-
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Elections Canada switches to Tinder for “satisfactorily secure” electronic voting system.

Andrew Scheer can abuse my “natural resources” as much as he wants.

I’m going to make you Singh my name tonight, baby.

Trudeau can slide in my polls any day.

If May really likes bush, she can have my number.

DO YOU WANNA SEIZE MY MEANS OF PRODUCTION? MY BALLS.
Elections Canada switches to tinder for "satisfactorily secure" electronic voting system

Trudeau might not be ready for Prime Minister, but I sure am ready for him.

Let me jump on that poll.

Trudeau's brownface has me red in the face.

I want Jagmeet to touch my "grass roots".

I just want someone to screw me the way Ford screws teachers.

DO YOU WANNA SEIZE MY MEANS? MY BALLS.
**Canadians Find Max Bernier to Be “A Little Much”**

Darth Vibrator  
Toike Party of Canada Defector

BEAUC, QC - Canadians coast-to-coast have written in to The Toike declaring that the leader of the People’s Party of Canada, Maxime Bernier, is just a tad much.

“I dunno why they thought that they could just roll out Max Bernier. I’d much rather have Min Bernier, if I’m being honest,” (presumably) joked Val d’Or native and Bloc supporter Laurent Hon-Hon in her handwritten missive to The Toike. “Serious-ly, though, even moderate Bernier would be fine.”

Running on a platform of guns, oil, and xenophobia, the PPC is promising to bring freedom and prosperity to Canadians by erasing the cultural identities of minorities and rejecting scientific facts. Among the progressive promises made by the PPC are cheaper eggs via agricultural incentives and easier access to guns for all Canadians with a lifetime license following the repeal of the Firearms Act.

“I mean, it’s just, like, a lot, right? Why would we prioritise milk over refugees?” asked confused Hamiltonian Kevin Lee via a direct neurological uplink to The Toike’s email servers.

Political analysts have described Bernier’s brainchild as being “neofascist bullshit” and “terrifying,” while supporters describe the PPC as “yeah” and “right on!” Despite conflicting opinions on the upstart party, it’s clear that Canadians have been energised by the PPC’s entry into the federal election circuit, however, recent polls are suggesting that citizens would rather a softer form of fascism in government, with the Conservatives tied for first.

While Canadians nationwide shouldn’t yet expect too much Bernier in government, with the PPC polling at about a half-Jagmeet Singh, that hasn’t stopped citizens from stir- ing into a frenzy over the ultra-conservative MP from Beauce. Jemima Fuddle-Duddle, via non-GMO, carbon-neutral, vegan methods, telegraphed their intentions to protest the PPC’s involvement in the election:

“We the youth of Uranium City, Saskatchewan wish to protect the PPC’s entry into the federal election circuit, however, recent polls are suggesting that citizens would rather a softer form of fascism in government, with the Conservatives tied for first. I, for one, am not a fan of Max Bernier’s platform, and I do not wish to see him in government.”

Unfortunately, a senior almost had a stroke but was disappointed when she punched a hole in her screen.

**Elderly Rage: Millions Shocked at the Obscenities on Erections.ca**

Tiny Cox  
Toike Politics Consultant

It was a sunny Saturday afternoon; Karen’s grandkids were playing outside on the tire swing. She was going through her mail trying to find her pension cheque when she found an important letter from the government, “Pre-register for the Federal elections at elections.ca to speed through the polls on election day.” She pulled out her iPad (it was actually a Samsung Galaxy Tab A) and typed in elections.ca. As the webpage slowly loaded, her face lost all colour before she reddened with shock. Then awe. Then embarrassment. Then girth. And finally rage. She proceeded to trash her iPad and wash her mouth, hands, and eyes with soap before she could process what she had seen.

Karen and many others like her have sent several complaints to Elections Canada about the sturdily, succulent manacchinda featured on their front page. A Willy Wanka on the left, a Penis Rodriguez on the right and Rumplesforeskin all along the bottom. Apparently, there has been an epidemic of the elderly population typing in erections.ca into their internet browser.

The Toike has reached out to many of these concerned citizens for a comment. Diana, 71, grandparent of three is worried and would like us to think of the children. Anthony, 67 and guardian of young Timmy stated, “I don’t want little Timmy to have false expectations.” Other seniors have requested to remain anonymous, but still want their voices heard, “I don’t want them poisoning my grandchildren.” One especially articulate woman stated, “We need more reference material like the gigantic dark metal Excalibur that was on page 6. I could only imagine what my life would be like if my husband could get it that big.”

Unfortunately, a senior almost had a stroke but was disappointed when she punched a hole in her screen.
Mass resignation of MPs draws attention to taxing working conditions

Paul E. C. Maker
Toike Resident Taxologist-Taxidermist

Several members of Parliament have decided to resign from their positions in a move to draw attention to politicians’ complaints that their job is taxing.

“I’ve served the Canadian people for several years now, but the taxing nature of my job has just become too much for me to handle. As such, I have decided to join the movement of MP resignations, in an attempt to draw attention to this crisis,” was the message released by the office of Justine Impôt this morning. “I hope that Canadians see this movement and join the fight against the taxing work environment of public servants,” added a statement published by the office of Tal Levy.

As of this afternoon, more than 100 members of Parliament have resigned, with the vast majority being representatives of the Liberal Party and NDP. This may suggest a discrepancy in the demands that various parties place on their representatives. Some Liberal MPs even took to the streets to express their frustration, with several individuals holding signs reading “Nothing is certain except death and taxing jobs.”

Those who have resigned are very worried about their futures in the workplace. “One of the reasons it is so hard to get adjusted to the onerous life of a politician is the lack of preparation for anything like it in university,” argued political expert Mick Tercer in an interview. “The fact of the matter is that Political Science majors are not successfully preparing politicians, given the taxing conditions in the workplace. On top of that, what they learn is not transferable to any other field, placing these victims in a very vulnerable socioeconomic position.”

“We earn very meagre salaries of less than $180,000 while we’ve put up with the demanding nature of our jobs in the name of public service, it’s simply become too taxing to bear anymore,” added Tithe Feeman. “Adjusting to life not funded by taxpayer money will be hard, but we will do our best to persevere.”

Virgin Sex Columnist

Getting the Hard Hard Facts

Nhak Leoj
Toike Opposite Name

‘Ola on this Outré Oral October!

Some of you may be as surprised as I am to be reading these words right now. I certainly was. I was still the laughing stock of the office, with many whispers behind my back saying I should have been fired just for my clear ineptitude. Well, never again. After last month’s grave embarrassment, I realized that if I was going to continue as your devoted Virgin Sex Columnist, I would need to learn the truth about the secrets of sexual society to properly enlighten you, the randy readers of this column. I therefore sat down with expert, Dr. Chris P. Nutts, to get the hard facts about the matter.

VSC: First of all, thank you for agreeing to meet with me, Dr. Nutts. My readers and I are desperate to learn more about these issues affecting the current not-yet-mature populace.

Nutts: I’m glad to hear that so many youngsters want to get involved (chuckle), we need more young bodies out there participating in these important activities.

VSC: Well actually, that appears to be the problem, Doctor. Too many are missing the chance to experience the things we more mature folk get to. There’s a clear disparity. It just seems to many as if they’ll never get the chance to overcome their secondary social status.

Nutts: Oh, well that doesn’t make sense! Everyone has the opportunity to go out and vote, and make their voices heard. Political activism is something everyone can do.

VSC: You’re saying this is a political issue, Dr. Nutts? Frankly, I’m surprised.

Nutts: But of course! You know what makes the biggest difference in the world?

VSC: Not being a virgin?

Nutts: (Awkwardly laughs) Um, not quite. Numbers, that’s the key.

VSC: Uh, I’m not sure my readers are ready to...uh...populate just yet, Doctor Nutts.

Nutts: Well perhaps not, but that’s not the point. The more your voice is heard, the bigger the impact.

VSC: I see. Well, that shouldn’t be a problem for me. I scream loudly every time I’m excited.

Nutts: (Laughs) That’s the spirit! You might be surprised to learn what a few excited people can do when they’re bursting and ready to explode.

VSC: It sounds like they can make quite a mess. I’m afraid I still don’t see how this relates to politics though.

Nutts: Well you see, the government works the same way. Contrary to popular opinion, while there may be some back and forth between politicians, there’s plenty of banging out in the back rooms that will likely be instrumental in erecting new infrastructure that will lead to more people enjoying the cream of the crop, so to speak.

VSC: Wow, I had no idea that politics was such a hot and prurient area! Politicians must be occupied with each other around the clock!

Nutts: I believe you mean “prudent area.” But yes, it is a very exciting workspace. I’ll admit that there has been a number of passionate interactions with some especially dirty, perverted, depraved individuals, who are only interested in their own pleasure. But you know how it is - you wrestle a little, give it the old back and forth, and eventually you reach a desirable partnership.

VSC: Oh, I bet you’ve had some sexy salacious experiences, eh Chris? (winks)

Dr. Nutts: I beg your pardon? (chuckles) Honestly, with all these implications, you must be the most sex-obsessed person I have ever met! This entire interview is you seem to be more interested in sex than politics!

VSC: That’s what this whole conversation has been about. You’re a doctor, the whole point of this is for you to help enlighten us virgins.

Dr. Nutts: I am a Doctor of POLITICAL SCIENCE and SOCIAL PROGRESS, you scoundrel! That’s it, this interview is over! (Storms out)

Well, that’s it folks. Thanks for listening to the facts, given straight from the lips of a real doctor! And remember, make sure you go out and vote to support your fellow virgins, just like Dr. Chris P. Nutts said. Have a wonderfully salacious and erotic Election season!

The ideal citizen’s guide to voting and elections

Crusty Plumbus
Toike “Plumbing” Expert

O, citizens of Canada! From every new batch of warm, freshly printed posters — and sticky fingers from pasting them all around — you know that Elections Week is just around the corner! As dutiful citizens of this great country, it is an honour for you to appreciate your political party’s efforts, and humbly serve them in return by investing your time, energy, blood, sweat, and tears to ensure they seize control of the government this year. Luckily for you, here’s a handy list to show your A-game during Elections Canada 2019:

1. Research, research, RESEARCH! To defeat your enemy, you must know them from deep within — that’s why we recommend spending time researching the candidates of other parties. Some key words to look out for: SEX SCANDALS, PAEDOPHILIA, BRIBES, and more.

2. Once you have the tea, it’s time to clap: to clap: it’s time! With the advent of social media, communication has never been easier. Use this wonderful opportunity to update your Facebook status, WhatsApp status and Instagram bio, telling everyone who you voted for, and why they should follow suit.

For extra OOMPH, select certain people (read: people you vaguely know but never talked to IRL) from your friends list and send them a private message letting them know of your decision!

3. If online social media yields no extra votes, then take the battle to the streets. On your daily commute, or at work or family gatherings, take the time to greet loved ones, acquaintances, and strangers alike with a nifty “Vote for ______!” If you happen to be going on a first date, it’s also a great strategy to talk about your first love, the Party. Scientists have recently discovered that the mention of elections on first dates stimulates the nucleus accumbens in your partner’s brain, making you seem a 10000% more attractive and guaranteeing a night full of party-endorsed coitus.

Overall, we implore you all to use this opportunity you’ve been given to enlighten the oppressed public about the virtues of your party and why they should vote for them too.
GREEN PARTY SLOGAN CAUSES MILLIONS TO FORGET HOW TO WALK

Mojo Jojo
Toike Foot Enthusiast

According to The Toike’s sources, a nation-wide epidemic has broken out causing mayhem in the streets. It has been observed that many people have been falling flat on their face while attempting to walk. After the slip, they tend to lay on the ground muttering words such as “trees,” “beets,” “kale,” “cycling,” and “Not Left. Not Right. Forward Together.”

The most curious part of the mystery was the constant muttering heard from the recently toppled people. Our Chief Researcher, Leckmich Imarsch, managed to get an interview with a woman that, moments before, had been witnessed taking a spill to the ground.

“We’re all just a bit confused, you know?” stated the woman when asked about the belly-flop episodes. “The Green Party tells us ‘Not Left. Not Right. Forward Together’ and we’re meant to not get all messed up when walking? Now when I want to go for a stroll, the only thing I can think about is the fact that I’m not allowed to use my right foot, not allowed to use my left foot, and have no choice but to go forward the only way I know how. The fact that I keep falling over really can’t be helped!”

Imarsch stated that it seems doubtful that there will be an end to the walking confusion, given that these stumbling Green Party supporters are unlikely to abide by the old military adage: “Left. Left. Right, right, left.”

MOIST IS THE WORST WORD IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

How DARE you, motherfucker. How dare you cum for my bund? ‘Cummerbund’ is a gift to the English language. How else would you describe a horizontal sash or belt that is a part of men’s formalwear?

Just look at the rest of the main cast pre-MCU. RDJ? Washed-up crack addict. Hemsworth? Unknown nobody. Evans? Typecast prettyboy. But it was these flaws that let us, the audience, project our own understanding of these beloved characters on what were essentially blank slates for the genre.

And then you just import Cummerbund in as Doctor Strange, citing his acting chops and gravitas, and it just completely ruins the suspension of disbelief. One can’t seriously look at the Cummerbund without seeing the Shakespearian thespian instead of the supposedly alcoholic physician.

Frankly, this is one of the exact reasons that Star Trek: Into Darkness was terrible. And don’t even get me started on what Cummerbund did to Sherlock’s season 4.

POINT/COUNTERPOINT

CUMMERBUND IS THE WORST WORD IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Moistboi

MOIST IS THE WORST WORD IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

How DARE you, motherfucker. How dare you cum for my bund? ‘Cummerbund’ is a gift to the English language. How else would you describe a horizontal sash or belt that is a part of men’s formalwear?

What? I can’t hear you with all that SHIT IN YOUR MOUTH. ‘M*ist’ is a nasty word, you shitbiscuit. I don’t even want to think about it. The word is wet. It shouldn’t be wet. Why is it wet? Because it’s a dirty, filthy word, you ass.

Look, there’s a reason why ‘m*ist’ is universally disliked. Why are you defending a word that makes everyone uncomfortable? You owe the world an apology for your ridiculous stance.

Look, I’ll concede that moist is pretty terrible, but Cummerbund undermines everything the Marvel Cinematic Universe was built on.

And then you just import Cummerbund in as Doctor Strange, citing his acting chops and gravitas, and it just completely ruins the suspension of disbelief. One can’t seriously look at the Cummerbund without seeing the Shakespearian thespian instead of the supposedly alcoholic physician.

Frankly, this is one of the exact reasons that Star Trek: Into Darkness was terrible. And don’t even get me started on what Cummerbund did to Sherlock’s season 4.

TOIKEOSCOPES

ARIES
THE AMAZON IS ON FIRE BECAUSE OF YOUR SMOKING HOT CANDIDATE, JUSTIN TRUDEAU AND THE LIBERALS.

TAURUS
VIVE LE QUEBEC LIBRE. VOTEZ POUR LE BLOC QUEBECOIS.

GEMINI
Comrades! Throw off the chains of the oppressive capitalist system, revolt! Vote for the Communist Party of Canada!

CANCER
Comrades! Throw off the chains of the oppressive capitalist system, revolt! Vote for the Marxist-Leninist Party of Canada!

LEO
Your candidate this cycle is the Lion of Beauce himself, Max Bernier. Hail the PPC.

VIRGO
GUNS. DRUGS. CUSS WORDS. SCREAMS. ANARCHY. FREEDOM. VOTE LIBERTARIAN.

LIBRA
This federal election, throw your support behind the NDP. Jagmeet Singh is offering you free drugs.

SCORPIO
Feeling stung by Justin Trudeau’s a-tax on the middle class? He promised he would balance the budget. He’s just not ready. Hi, I’m Andrew Scheer, and this Octo-

SAGITTARIUS
This October, go for the safe choice. Vote for the chaotic National Citizens Alliance.

CAPRICORN
420 blaze a kickflip olly murs for the marijuana party of canada.

AQUARIUS
Half-heartedly try to save the oceans by throwing your vote away on Green.

PISCES
There’s something fishy about that Max Bernier guy. Vote Rhino!
Like comics? Skilled with MS Paint? Send in your comics to Toike@skule.ca!

This is not a comic.

---

GUIDE TO 2019 ELECTION

- Fedin racist
- Stop mass immigration
- PPC
- Racist

- Liberal
- Green
- Won’t silence MPs on abortion
- Racist

- NDP
- Relevant, weak leader?

- Everyone sucks.

---

BEN OF THE MONTH!

This Issue of THE TOIKE OIKE is dedicated to......

Ben Mucsi

I'm da oc

---

WANT TO JOIN THE TOIKE?

READ THIS BLACK BOX!

Are you fairly hilarious? We want you!
Can you photoshop like a boss? Join our graphics team!
Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!
Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us!

HEAD OVER TO WWW.TOIKE.SKULE.CA/JOIN AND GET ON THE MAILING LIST!

You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.

Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, layout, multimedia, social media or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.
It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a part of; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
TEST RESULTS
ENGINEERING ENTRANCE SEMINAR

1) If you could have a dog, what dog would you have? (If you answer cat -100 marks) [10 marks]
   - I have a dog

2) Why aren't you at waterloo? [12 marks]
   - Because a plane ticket is too expensive

   - Mr: I want 'Shi at home
   - Mom: We have Shi at home

   - It looks like a fox and a cow had a baby but that could never work bc they have incompatible reproductive organs.

   - Water means water too means shit so water shit

   - 1) If you could have a dog, what dog would you have? (If you answer cat -100 marks) [10 marks]